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I want to create a new
column in the Dataframe
'body' for the text from the
cell to the next one that has
the text 'Nokia E5 Firmware
101.003 632' How can I do
that using R? A: First, find
where there is a "Nokia E5"
phrase and paste that line's
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position to the left of it.
df$foo = sub(".*(Nokia
E5|Nokia.*).*", "\\1",
df$body) You could find the
first instance of it by: df$foo
= sub(".*(Nokia
E5|Nokia.*).*", "\\1",
df$body) df$foo To add the
second: df$foo =
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paste(df$foo[c(1, (length(df
$foo)+1):length(df$foo))],
df$body, sep=" ", collapse =
" ") This creates a new
column that keeps the
second instance of the
"Nokia E5" phrase in the
first column and the original
"Nokia E5" phrase in the
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third column. You could also
use rbind to create a column
with the two instances in the
same cell. Q: How to speed
up the program? I have an
assignment to write a
program to read a list of
words from stdin, find the
lexical number of words (for
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example 1, 2, 1, 2, 2), store
the lexical number and then
print the lexical number
(The result should be 1 2 2 2
1 1 1 1...). I have wrote the
following code, but it runs
very slow in some cases. Any
suggestions to optimize my
code? I think the time
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complexity is O(n^2)
#include using namespace
std; const int MAX_LEN =
100; int main() { long long n;
cin >> n; vector s; for(int
i=0;i> s[i]; } vector::iterator
it = lower_bound(s.begin(),
s.end(), 1);
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nokia e5 firmware 101.003
download Device
information : As a step of
taking care of your Nokia
E5-00 firmware (RM-632)
phone, we recommend you
to get the best advice that we
have published for you here.
We provide you our service
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to check your firmware
version for free and take
care of your Nokia E5-00
(RM-632) phone. How to
flash the firmware on your
Nokia E5-00 phone with the
best method? You can
update your Nokia E5-00
firmware or your Nokia
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E5-00 (RM-632) phone by
following the steps given
below : 1. First of all, turn
off your device and take out
the battery. 2. Turn on your
phone and press the Volume
Down + Power button
simultaneously for about 6 to
7 seconds, then click
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Volume Up button to turn it
on. 3. Now press the left side
power button for about 8 to
9 seconds, then press the
center button for 3 seconds
and press the right button for
about 7 seconds. 4. Select
the option Nokia E5-00
Firmware File Download
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and save it on your PC or SD
card. 5. Now click the start
button. Note: Do not try to
use the phone with battery.
How can I check my
firmware version on my
Nokia E5-00 phone? You
can check the version of the
firmware you have on your
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Nokia E5-00 phone by
following the steps given
below : 1. Turn off your
phone and take out the
battery. 2. Press and hold
down the Volume Up +
Power button. 3. Your Nokia
E5-00 (RM-632) will
automatically go to Settings
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> More Settings > Phone
Status > Firmware version.
4. You can see the firmware
version here. How to update
or flash my Nokia E5-00
phone? You can update or
flash your Nokia E5-00
firmware by following the
steps given below : 1. Turn
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off your phone and take out
the battery. 2. Press and hold
down the Volume Up +
Power button. 3. Your Nokia
E5-00 (RM-632) will
automatically go to Settings
> More Settings > Phone
Status > Check and Flash
firmware > Check and Flash
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the firmware. 4. Now click
the start button. Note: Do not
try to use the phone with
2d92ce491b
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